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active feedback control 67, 201
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adiabatic equation 5, 45
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Alfvén spectrum 14
Alfvén time 8
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Alfvén time scale 13
Alfvén velocity 13, 65
Alfvén velocityh 124
Alfvén waves 11
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ballooning equation
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ballooning instability 77
ballooning modes 105
  – field line bending term 70
  – field line bending, influence of 69
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  – stability boundary 79
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conducting wall effect 57, 110
  – finite conductivity 57, 112
  – H-(high confinement) mode 103
  – L-(low confinement) mode 103
continuity equation 12
convective derivative 4
current distribution
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current driven 2
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current driven instabilities 50, 55, 130
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current profiles
  – finite edge current density 61
current quench 160
current sheet 127
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  – formation of current sheet 125
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diamagnetic drift 179
diffusion coefficient 123
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disruptive instability 146, 159
Doppler broadening 202
drag force 150
drift waves 7
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eddy currents 149
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  – temporal evolution 84
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edge pressure gradient
  – steep edge pressure gradient (“pedestal”) 103
edge stability 80
edge stability (ELMs) 81
Eigenvalue equation
  – expansion in $1/n$ 81
  – orthogonality relation 47
Eigenvalue problem 45
Eikonal Ansatz 77
electrical conductivity 7
  – infinite conductivity 123
  – profile of 103
electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) 201, 202
electron cyclotron frequency 202
ELM control 84
elongation, of plasma cross-section 64
ergy confinement time 176
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energy principle 46
  – for general screw pinch 52
equilibrium profiles 141
Euler equation 4, 5
Euler-Lagrange equation 77, 130
external kink
  – finite pressure effects 103
  – toroidal mode coupling 103
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Faraday’s law 125
fast particles
  – fast trapped ions 179
  – interaction with (1,1) kink mode 175
field line bending 81
  – stabilising contribution 54
field line reconnection 127
field line tension 12
finite larmor radius (FLR) effect 179
fishbone instability 175
flow velocity 11
flux conservation 8, 123, 160, 179
flux surface compression
  – compression due to internal kink 178
Fokker–Planck equation 2
force operator, self-adjoint 46
Fourier decomposition, of perturbed quantities 44
free energy 49
friction force 3
frozen-in flux 8, 123
fusion performance 201
fusion plasma, density 1
global modes
  – finite pressure effects 103
Grad–Shafranov equation 51, 65
gyrokinetic description 7
H-mode operation 161
heating of electrons
  – travelling in direction $-k_\phi$ 202
  – inside magnetic islands 203
helical flux 128
  – flux per unit length 129
  – perturbed helical flux 129
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  – helical co-ordinate system 128
helium ash accumulation 176
ideal MHD
  – Lundquist number 124
ideal MHD equations
  – linearisation 45
ideal MHD equilibria, sequence of 130
ideal MHD limits
  – Alfvén time scale 201
ideal MHD modes
  – mode onset dependency on profile shape 103
ideal MHD, time scale 124
impurity control 176
incompressible perturbations 50
interchange modes 105
interchange stability 50
internal kink 61
  – regimes of (1,1) internal kink 178
infernal modes 107
internal transport barrier (ITB) 104
ion cyclotron resonance (ICRH) 179
island formation 126
island growth
  – error field penetration 153
KAM theorem 143
kinetic equation 1–3
kink modes
  – external modes 59
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Kruskal–Oberman effect 179
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Lagrange description 4
Landau damping 2
large aspect ratio tokamak 79
Larmor radius 6
– finite larmor radius (FLR) effects 6
linear stability
– in ideal MHD 49
– test function 47
linear stability analysis 43
localised eigenfunctions 106
locked island chains 144
locked modes 146
– ab-initio locked modes 152
Lorentz force 2
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magnetic confinement 41
magnetic field diffusion 123
magnetic flux
– annihilation and generation 123
magnetic islands 159, 201
magnetic pressure 13
magnetic shear 201
– local change of shear 204
magnetised plasma 1, 6
magneto-acoustic wave 13
magnetohydrodynamic
– one-fluid model 4
magnetohydrodynamic waves 11, 49
magnetohydrodynamics
– two-component plasma 4
Maibaum theorem 148
maximum fusion power
– profile optimization 104
Maxwell’s equations 6
Maxwellian distribution 2
mean free path 6
Mercier stability criterion 81
MHD equations 1
– boundary conditions 6
– charge neutrality 4
– closure problem 4
– continuity equation 5
– equation of state 4
– magnetic Reynolds number 5
– single-fluid 6
MHD equilibrium 10, 15
– screw pinch 20
– tokamak 23
MHD force balance 10
MHD instabilities 6, 7, 9, 13
– current driven instabilities 55
– due to the presence of ELMs 83
micro-instabilities turbulent, 83
minor disruption 160
mirror instability 50
mode coupling 62
mode locking 151
– tearing mode rotation 149
mode rotation 146
– of the (1,1) mode 179
moment equations 2
momentum balance 3
Monster sawteeth 179
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Navier Stokes equation 5
neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) 190
nested flux surfaces 123
nozzle flow 126
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O-point 201
Ohm’s law 5, 7, 125

p
pedestal energy removal of, 83
peeling mode 61
perfectly conducting wall
– stabilising effect 54
phase velocity 13
plasma current density
– redistribution 176
plasma free energy 14
plasma inertia 8
plasma rotation
– toroidal rotation 148
– damping of poloidal rotation 148
– poloidal rotation 148
plasma turbulence
– suppression of turbulence 83
polarisation current 6
Porcelli model 182
precession motion, of banana orbits 179
precursor phase 159
pressure and current driven modes combined 103
pressure driven modes 69
– in toroidal systems 50
pressure gradient
– destabilising contribution 50
pressure profile
- maximum pressure gradient 83
- pressure pedestal 83
pressure tensor 3

$q$
- monotonically increasing 62
- parabolic $q$-profile 62

$r$
radiation loss
- due to Bremsstrahlung 161
rational magnetic surfaces 54
reconnection 127
- at the $q=1$ surface 175
- in presence of a guide field 127
resistive diffusion 124
resistive instabilities 124
resistive kink 178
resistive layer 126
resistive MHD
- diffusion equation 123
- time scale 123
resistive MHD instabilities 201
- by localised ECCD 203
resistive MHD stability
- active control 201
resistive sheet 130
resistive time scale 66
resistive time scale of the wall, 66
resistive wall mode (RWM) 57, 67
resonant surface 128
resonant surfaces 59, 69, 78
reversed field pinch (RFP) 54
Reynolds number 5
- in ordinary hydrodynamics 124
Reynolds number magnetic, 124
RF heating 2
RFP (reversed field pinch) 19
- $q$-profile reversal 57
Ritz’ variational principle
- for self-adjoint systems 47
Rutherford equation 140, 207
- modified 140
RWM stability 67, 179

$s$
sawtooth crash 204
sawtooth crashes
- triggering neoclassical tearing mode (NTM) 176
sawtooth cycle
- time evolution of temperature 176
sawtooth instability 62, 146
sawtooth period
- change by ECCD 210
screw pinch 21, 128
- energy principle 55
- periodic screw pinch 129
second stability region 80
shear Alfvén waves 50
- adiabatic compression 50
skin effect 123
sound speed 13
sound waves 50
stabilising effect
- of passive elements 65
stability limits 201
steep gradient effects
- edge localized modes (ELMs) 83
stellarator 37
- optimisation of 38
stochasticisation of field lines 143
superconductivity 123
suprathermal particles 175
Suydam criterion 130
symmetry, quasihelical 38

t
tearing mode equation 130
tearing modes 127
- evolution 147
- field line reconnection 125
- growth rate 127
- heat flux 141
- helical currents 146
- island width 142, 144
- magnetic islands 141
- mode coupling 152
- nonlinear saturation 146
- Sweet–Parker reconnection 127
- tearing mode equation 204
- viscous coupling 150
thermal quench 159
tokamak
- current driven instabilities 54
- limitations to tokamak operation 83
- operational space 124
- with arbitrary poloidal cross-section 52
tokamak ordering 55
tokamak, operational scenarios 103
toroidal confinement 7
- banana transit time 8
toroidal current, noninductively driven 104
transport barrier 104
trapped particles 179
– performing banana orbit 179
triggering of NTMs, by sawtooth 208
turbulence 7
– anomalous resistivity 127
turbulence dynamics 2
turbulent transport
– of heat and particles 83
two-fluid MHD 7

\textbf{u}
unconditional stability (NTM) 193, 208

\textbf{v}
VDE instability
– in the presence of conducting
  wall 67
velocity space 2, 3

vertical displacement event (VDE)
– in tokamaks with elongated cross-section 65
Vlasov equation 2

\textbf{w}
wave equation 13
wave injection, from low field side 202

\textbf{x}
X-point
– flow through X-point 126
X-point formation 125

\textbf{z}
Z pinch 21
Z-pinch, stability 43